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Abstract

A CONCEPTUAL METHOD OF LEARNING JAZZ IMPROVISATION THROUGH STUDYING THE MUSIC OF J.S. BACH

Gary Scott Jones

Johann Sebastian Bach’s music includes exceptional source material for learning jazz improvisation. This research document has three sections. Chapter 1 is a concise review of respected jazz studies literature. Chapters 2 through 4 introduce a jazz improvisation methodology with Bach’s music as its source material. The appendix presents materials on topics such as using improvisation for learning music, understanding improvisation, and organ improvisation. The target audience members for this research document are improvisation teachers who already possess an applicable knowledge of improvisation, pop/jazz chord symbols, and traditional music theory. The figures contained in Chapters 2 through 4 guide educators through ways to incorporate each musical exercise into instruction. Other primary audience members for this improvisation methodology are classically-trained musicians who share a familiarity with J.S. Bach’s music yet believe they have no improvisational creativity of their own.
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Introduction

“Never mind majoring in Jazz—major in music! If you understand Bach, you get a better picture of where Bird is at. And vice versa.” – Phil Woods

Highly respected jazz artists and pedagogues have verbalized the notion that Johann Sebastian Bach’s music provides the necessary components for learning jazz improvisation. However, they have not published a definitive guide, based on significant evidence to directly support this claim. Much of the preliminary evidence that has been proposed, and supported in publications, comes from the research projects of recent graduate students. The works that have been authored by pedagogues such as Lee Evans, David Baker, and Scott D. Reeves, are concerned with techniques that have become standards of jazz improvisation curricula. These include jazz-related scale studies, melodic and intervallic patterns, and jazz-related harmonies. The scale studies and melodic patterns are often hypothetical and conceptual, created by their respective authors or based on transcriptions of recorded jazz solos, instead of being extracted from pre-existing completely notated compositions such as those by Bach or other composers. The most common musical examples that are published are transcriptions of jazz solos by famous artists.

This hybridized research document presents a review of literature by respected jazz pedagogues, and others. It introduces readers to the foundation for a new, Bach-based jazz improvisation method for producing melodic lines in the jazz idiom based on the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. As stated above, the initial impetus for this methodology comes from an apparent absence of a readily available, definitive guide for teaching jazz improvisation using J.S. Bach’s music as source material, published in book format.

---

This research document has three sections. Chapter 1 is a review of literature. Chapters 2 through 4 introduces the Bach-based jazz improvisation method. The Bibliography and Appendix contain materials discussed in the study, as well as additional works on related improvisation topics, such as using improvisation for learning music, understanding improvisation, and organ improvisation.

The primary target audience members for this research document are improvisation teachers who already possess an applicable knowledge of improvisation, pop/jazz chord symbols, and traditional music theory. Other, secondary audience members for this Bach-based jazz improvisation method are classically-trained musicians who share a familiarity with Bach’s music and seek to begin learning to improvise jazz, yet believe they have no improvisational creativity of their own. These performers are often intimidated by the sight of pop chord symbols and slash marks in otherwise empty measures. They are pianists and double bass players who have learned to voice-lead a dominant 7th chord and freeze when improvising their own ideas. They are bassoonists and low brass players who study the Cello Suites and struggle to improvise jazz ballads.

Several of the books included in this review of literature contain exercises that are similar to those presented in Chapters 2 through 4 of this document. Each author in Chapter 1 is either a highly respected jazz pedagogue or a writer who has published material that adds unique content to the literature review.

Pedagogues such as David Baker and Jerry Coker base their methodologies on the belief that improvisation students need to internalize scale patterns, chord patterns, and other melodic devices in order to develop aural skills and improvise melodic ideas. Improvisation techniques are not exclusive to any single style of music. What works for bebop chord changes is also applicable to a collectively improvised Baroque fugue. The Bach-based jazz improvisation method introduced
by the author of this research document can be applied to the study of non-jazz, tonal improvisation, regardless of genre-related boundaries. However, this preliminary representation of this Bach-based improvisation methodology is specifically focused on the needs of jazz practitioners.

Bach’s compositions employ several of the musical elements that improvisers study, including melodic contours, harmonic progressions, and melodic ranges that musicians can perform on most chordal and non-chordal instruments. Bach’s musical output has a global audience and a diverse body of performers. Every player has her/his own interpretation of each piece. These pieces are particularly important because of their varying degrees of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic complexity. Bach’s compositions have also become the foundation for common practice music theory. Thus, they have provided source material for a new progression of musical exercises that aid students in learning improvisation while alleviating much of the stress that can accompany studying new material.

As a general rule, the practice philosophy that accompanies this Bach-based jazz improvisation method centers on conceptualizing and internalizing musical ideas. The exercises in Chapters 2 through 4 are not necessarily for students to memorize. The primary goal is for students to internalize each concept. Some of the exercises are more specific than others. Instructors should guide students through the series of challenges, and entrust them with the act of creating modified versions of each exercise that fit their individual needs and preferences. Many of the exercises contained in this Bach-based jazz improvisation method are abbreviated. For the sake of conciseness, most musical examples are short excerpts of the pieces under discussion.
Chapter 1:

Literature Review

This literature review discusses books, scholarly journal articles, theses, and doctoral dissertations that fall into three degrees of significance to this topic; closely-related, related, and distantly-related. In order to maintain the primary focus of this review of literature, which supports the Bach-based jazz improvisation method introduced in subsequent chapters of this research document, methodologies published in book format are given greater discussion than other materials. Some of the book reviews are more detailed than others, due to variations in the informational depth of each book. Hands-on method books, for example, often contain significantly less prose than classroom textbooks. Each book entry includes its text’s title, topic, a writing style overview, a description of the target audience, and an outline of chapters and/or sections.

The closely-related listings are specifically concerned with meeting the needs of jazz improvisation students and teachers. These sources include methodologies for internalizing scales, patterns and harmonies for application in jazz improvisation. The related entries focus on topics that are similar to the closely-related materials, but not as strongly connected to the topic, these include method books and articles about piano improvisation and how to teach improvisation in ensemble rehearsals. Robert Gillespie’s document, “Teaching Improvisation in the School Orchestra: Classical Practical Approaches2,” for example, addresses the needs of improvisation teachers and students in an ensemble. He presents a set of fundamental ensemble improvisation concepts that each director should develop for application within her/his rehearsals. He does not,

---

however, present notated techniques such as those contained within standard jazz improvisation manuals.

Other related materials are concerned with improvisation outside of the jazz idiom, or other aspects of jazz studies curricula, such as *Listening to Jazz*\(^3\) by Jerry Coker. Additional materials focus on distantly-related concepts, such as the cognitive aspects of improvisation, and using improvisation in corporate/business settings. These works are authored by highly respected pedagogues whose contributions to jazz and improvisation curricula deserve recognition and future research into their respective topics.

Presenting a small number of related and distantly-related source materials helps to further shape the boundaries of this literature review, and is necessary for understanding the unique focus of this research document. For example, the review of materials is not primarily concerned with reasons for the decline of improvisation in Western musical practices, such as those provided by Robin Moore’s article, “The Decline of Improvisation in Western Art Music: An Interpretation of Change\(^4\).” Contrarily, *Bach and the Art of Improvisation*\(^5\), by Pamela Ruiter-Feenstra, addresses a seemingly related topic—teaching improvisation “in eighteenth-century styles” (Ruiter-Feenstra forward). However, because Ruiter-Feenstra is addressing improvisational practices during Bach’s time, her text is also not discussed at length herein.

---


“Gospel and Blues Improvisation” by Richard Smallwood deliberates three primary characteristics shared by the blues and black gospel music: blue notes, left-hand ostinatos played on piano, and embellishing vocal melodic lines. It does provide several notated illustrations and a small amount of instruction to improvisation students. Thus, it is related to this research topic. In his article, “Speaking of Jazz: Jazz Improvisation through Linguistic Methods,” Barry Velleman provides philosophical ideas on how to teach improvisation similarly to how one learns language. His article is aimed at addressing the needs of classroom instructors, but is not a methodology for learning improvisation. Publications that focus on the relationship between Bach’s compositions and improvisation during Bach’s life-time, such as “Composition and Improvisation in the School of J.S. Bach” by David Schulenberg, are distantly-related because they are focused on drawing historical connections, rather than satisfying the needs of contemporary improvisation students through a guided methodology of exercises and techniques.

Several pedagogues have written articles that discuss techniques of using improvisation as a teaching tool for learning music. These are also distantly-related to the primary topic of this document. For example, “Using Improvisation as a Teaching Strategy” by Janine Riveire is a discussion of ways to use improvisation as a tool for improving musicianship, rehearsals, and

---


manipulating musical materials. “Improvisation: A Tool for Music Learning10” by David N. Baker is another item that fits into this sub-category.

Research Method

The journal articles, dissertations, and theses discussed in this survey come from Internet databases and search engines. The result is a narrowed focus that helps to ensure that readers of this document have reasonable access to the same information. The first portion of research was completed using EBSCO Host databases: Academic Search Complete, ERIC, RILM Abstracts of Music Literature, and Music Index. Secondly, in order to maximize access to complete texts and ensure adequate search results for each Boolean search phrase, JSTOR was queried for cross-referencing sources provided in RILM Abstracts of Music Literature. This follow-up strategy became extremely helpful for making initial delineations between closely-related, related, and distantly-related sources prior to scanning each publication. Google.com, and Amazon.com were extremely useful for finding books, and articles whose texts were not available from their respective databases. ProQuest Dissertations & Theses was useful for locating materials as well.

The article, A Sense of the Possible: Miles Davis and the Semiotics of Improvised Performance11, by Christopher Smith was the first article to be reviewed. Smith speaks of the creativity of Miles Davis, instead of an improvisation methodology introduced, or studied, by Davis. Another item, that supports the need for non-jazz students to study improvisation, is


“Unveiling the Mysteries of Musical Spontaneity”\textsuperscript{12} by Patricia Campbell. Both of these articles are considered distantly-related to the topic of this research document.

**Limitations for Literature Review:**

The items below are displayed in four subcategories: Jazz Improvisation, Jazz Patterns, Jazz Theory, and How to Listen to Jazz. Jazz Improvisation is the broadest category below. A standard jazz improvisation textbook contains an introduction/statement of philosophy, a listing of scales and chords that are commonly and/or uncommonly used in jazz, and an array of melodic patterns using scale-wise motion and leaps. A jazz theory or harmony book often presents studies in harmony, and scales, without placing much emphasis on melodic patterns. A jazz patterns book is focused almost exclusively on melodic pattern exercises.

It is imperative that clear lines be drawn between the intentions of this research document and other similar documents. The primary objective of this research document is to employ the music of J.S. Bach while presenting new and existing techniques for learning melodic jazz improvisation. Other, similar documents have been published by emerging scholars, such as Vidas Pinkevicius’s dissertation, “Improvisation of Keyboard Preludes in the Style of J.S. Bach\textsuperscript{13},” which explains methods of learning to improvise Baroque-style keyboard music. What separates these two topics is their primary objectives. Pinkevicius’s abstract clearly indicates its author’s intention to “teach the art of improvising keyboard preludes in the style of J.S. Bach” (Pinkevicius abstract).


The Bach-based jazz improvisation methodology introduced throughout subsequent chapters of this research document is primarily focused on improving improvisation students’ command of single melodic lines within the jazz idiom.

In addition to “Improvisation of Keyboard Preludes,” publications about organ improvisation, violin improvisation, improvisation curricula, and other similar topics are not discussed at length within this literature review, because they are not closely-related to the primary objectives of this research document. For example, Robert Zwick’s dissertation, “Jazz Improvisation: A Recommended Sequential Format of Instruction,” is an extensive study of books concerned with a plethora of jazz studies-related topics. However, it does not present a step-by-step, notated methodology of learning to improvise jazz music. Additional distantly-related items are included in the Appendix. The remaining sources discussed in this survey are considered closely-related or related to the topic of this research document.

**Jazz Improvisation Books**

David Baker’s *Modern Concepts in Jazz Improvisation: A Comprehensive Method for All Musicians* is a manual of scales and harmonic patterns for developing facility in jazz improvisation. It is “designed to meet the needs of performers, teachers, students, and any others interested in the performance of contemporary (post-bebop) jazz” (Baker 4). Baker discusses modal compositions, such as Miles Davis’s *So What*, and harmonically complex pieces, such as *Giant Steps* by John Coltrane.

---


Baker bases his scale studies on step-wise motion, fourths, and chromaticism. An early example of how to implement these exercises is to use “the major pentatonic on the flat-5” (11). Chapter 1, “Foundation Exercises: Pentatonics,” contains patterns for internalizing the pentatonic scales. Chapter 3, “Foundation Exercises: Perpetual Motion,” showcases patterns of perfect fourths and fifths that help to create harmonic motion over chord changes, such as “fourths approached from a minor 7th above or a whole-step below” (33).

Chapter 5, “Bitonal Playing,” highlights methods of placing a C diminished scale over a C7 chord. Baker also explains how John Coltrane harmonically converted songs such as My Favorite Things to fit the stylistic inclinations of post-bop music. In Chapter 8, “The Coltrane Changes,” the author informs readers of the chord progressions in Countdown and Giant Steps, and how substituted harmonic motion in thirds replaced common, diatonic chord progressions in some of Coltrane’s music.

In Creative Jazz Improvisation: Third Edition Scott D. Reeves presents his philosophy on such topics as “How to Practice” and “Whom To Listen To.” He discusses his experiences in teaching improvisation as well as working as an improvising musician. Reeves also mentions extra-musical notions that he believes affect music making, such as yoga. He includes exercises for strengthening readers’ understanding of each topic. Each chapter concludes with transcriptions and discussions of solos by important performers.

Reeves's text has a more extensive depth of coverage than the other books in this chapter. It serves equally well in individual practice and group study. It addresses many aspects of a jazz improvisation curriculum. Reeves provides the historical significance of such topics as how ABA

form evolved from its use in European art music to marches by John Philip Sousa and Scott Joplin’s *Maple Leaf Rag*. Each of Reeves’ chapters has a similar structure: introductory prose, musical examples, transcriptions, exercises, and suggested listening. Given its breadth of information, readers should study *Creative Jazz Improvisation* patiently, similar to a reference manual.

Reeves organizes *Creative Jazz Improvisation* into five parts. “Part 1: The Art of Improvisation” contains chapters on “How To Practice, Creatively Improvise, and Teach Jazz Improvisation,” “Whom To Listen To,” and “Rhythm.” The lists of players on each instrument in Chapter 2 progress from “Early Jazz Pioneers” through “Preservers of the Legacy” such as Sidney Bachet and Wynton Marsalis, respectively. “Part 2: Diatonic Chords and the Modes in the Major Scale” discusses major scales and modes, tonic and dominant chords, and the ii-V-I progression. “Part 3: Chord Substitutions, Harmonic Structures, and Forms” covers the blues scale, harmonic structures, and standard jazz forms.

The title of “Part 4: Altered Chords, Diminished Modes, Whole-tone and Harmonic Minor Scales, and Melodic Minor Modes” clearly reveals its content. It provides the following sequence of scales, modes, and chords: diminished, whole-tone and augmented, minor, locrian, and lydian. “Part 5: Pentatonic Scales and Intervalic Improvisation” also clearly indicates its contents in its title. This unit has three chapters that explore “Pentatonic Scales,” “Four-Note Groupings Derived from Pentatonic Scales,” and “Intervalic Improvisation,” respectively.


---

textbook with online resources for jazz appreciation and history courses. Through readings, illustrations, timelines, listening guides, and a streaming audio library, it immerses the reader in a journey through the history of jazz, while placing the music within a larger cultural and historical context. Designed for new listeners of jazz music, *Experiencing Jazz* describes the elements of jazz music, and the characteristics and roles of different instruments. Prominent artists and styles from the roots of jazz to present day are relayed in a story-telling prose. This edition features expanded coverage of women in jazz, the rise of jazz as a world music, the influence of Afro-Cuban and Latin jazz, and streaming audio.

**Jazz Improvisation Articles**

Improvisation is a topic of increasing concern among scholars and performers from a variety of disciplines. Classical musicians in particular have recently published numerous articles that identify methods of incorporating improvisation in the study, and performance, of classical music. Several of these essays deliberate the needs of jazz improvisation educators and students. Many include discussion alone, others add notated exercises that support their respective author’s arguments. The following articles are either related or closely-related to this research topic. Additional articles, cited in the appendix, provide bibliographies of improvisation books, elements of jazz improvisation, and other self-guided improvisation studies.

In his article, “Using Classical Music in Jazz Improvisation,” John Goldsby offers insight into applying elements of classical music within the study of jazz improvisation. He notes that jazz

---


musicians can use these elements for improving their technique and expanding their melodic capabilities. He discusses Bach’s *Cello Suites* as providing harmonic content that can be applied to jazz improvisation. Goldsby also provides sample musical notations which apply elements of classical music to the study of jazz improvisation.

“Learn to Improvise in Fifteen Minutes a Day\textsuperscript{21},” by Christa Rakich provides exercises for organists to improvise idiomatic works, such as chorales and fugues in Baroque styles. Although her essay is not jazz related and is intended for use by organists, it is related to the topic of this research document, specifically because of its use of Bach’s compositions as source material for basing improvisations.

Robert Witmer and James Robbins’s article, “A Historical and Critical Survey of Recent Pedagogical Materials for the Teaching and Learning of Jazz\textsuperscript{22}” is a survey of books by well-respected writers, many of whom are also included in the bibliography of this research document, such as Jamey Aebersold, David Baker, and Kenneth Stanton.

“Predicting Jazz Improvisation Achievement through the Creation of a Path-Analytical Model\textsuperscript{23},” by Charles R. Ciorba, addresses some of the needs of improvisation instructors. However, it does not include a step-by-step notated methodology for jazz improvisation. Richard

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Rose’s article, “Eight Elements of Jazz Improvisation”\(^24\), provides simple explanations of jazz elements without being an improvisation method. Articles and sources, such as James McGowan’s “Riemann's Functional Framework for Extended Jazz Harmony”\(^25\), are related to this research topic, but are a bit too advanced for the primary target audience.

“Improvising Jazz: A Beginner's Guide”\(^26\), by Eddie Meadows, is a discussion on how one should begin to learn improvisation from a philosophical perspective, instead of a hands-on methodology. “Slicing the Beat: Jazz Eighth-Notes as Expressive Microrhythm”\(^27\), by Fernando Benadon, is a survey of various ways to play jazz eighth notes, but is not a method of learning or teaching improvisation. As indicated in its title, it is focused on understanding rhythm, instead of pitch and harmony, as most jazz manuals do.

Tanya Kalmanovitch's essay, “Contemporary Improvisation for Classical Musicians”\(^28\), reports on an improvisation ensemble for classical performers and composers that the author directs at the New England Conservatory in Boston, Massachusetts. This paper is an account of Kalmanovitch's approach to the pedagogy of improvisation, situated within historical and theoretical contexts, as well as a narrative account of the author's path from training in classical

---


music to a career as an improvising violist. Although this paper is concerned with the topic of improvisation, it does not discuss a methodology for learning or teaching improvisation. (Based on Abstract provided by author)

Lee Evans’s contributions to jazz pedagogy include numerous articles and several books. “Techniques of Melodic Development in Jazz Improvisation” is very much in support of the need for improvisers to develop their command of melodic lines so that their improvised music will in turn be more accessible to lay audience members. Evans provides a few techniques for developing melodic ideas through concepts such as rhythmic and intervalic diminution and augmentation. The article focuses on incorporating compositional devices, such as repetition and sequence, into melodic techniques for improvised jazz solos. These techniques, along with rhythmic, and intervallic, diminution, and fragmentation are applicable to twelve-bar blues, and other jazz structures.

Many of Evans’s articles focus on the use of modes in jazz improvisation. “Modal Harmony In Jazz: Part Two,” examines modal possibilities in jazz improvisation. It discusses the use of the Lydian mode whenever major seventh chords appear in a composition. The article also discusses the use of the Aeolian and Phrygian modes whenever minor seventh chords arise.

In “Modal Harmony In Jazz: Part Three,” Evans discusses exercises for employing modes when harmonic motion is static, wherein each chord lasts several beats or bars and allows time for


performers to establish the modality. Moreover, repeated alternating chords are effective in modal jazz improvisation over relatively static harmonic motion. Sample piano exercises are also included. The article, “The Interchangeability of Modes” focuses on alternating diatonic modes within a single modal jazz composition or improvisation. These items present a brief snapshot of Evans's extensive knowledge of improvisation. They present strategies for internalizing all seven diatonic modes that share the same tonic, e.g. C. “The Interchangeability of Modes” also highlights instructions for Mode Interchange Exercises which a music student should strive to learn. Other articles by Evans are cited in the appendix.

Kevin Daniel Woosley introduces his own improvisation methodology in his D.M.A. Research Document, “The Lost Art of Improvisation: Teaching Improvisation to Classical Pianists.” “Chapter 3: Methods for Teaching Improvisation to Classical Pianists,” begins with exercises in embellishing rhythmic motives on unpitched percussion instruments, and progresses through melodic improvisation, and voicing chords. One of the differences between Woosley’s closely-related methodology and the Bach-based jazz improvisation method introduced in this research document, is that Woosley references several familiar songs by various composers, e.g. Mary Had a Little Lamb, Joy to the World, and Bach’s Minuet in G Major for developing improvisation techniques. Another difference between both documents is that Woosely also uses prose to describe some of his exercises, rather than presenting them with musical notation.

---


Yuusaku Ichio’s thesis, *Bach and Improvisation: A Research on How Useful Bach is for Improvising Music*\(^{34}\), has direct relevance to the topic of this research document. Similar to a jazz improvisation method book, Ichio discusses the use of closed triads for arpeggiating chords. Ichio not only mentions the possibility of using Bach for learning improvisation, he provides support for his self-describing argument through notated excerpts and harmonic analyses of pieces such as “Corrente” from *Partita for Violin*. His culminating musical example is *All the Things You Are*, presented in 3/4 meter, so that a closer relationship to Bach’s 3/4 works is drawn.

**Jazz Patterns**

Several of the texts within the Jazz Improvisation section of this chapter reference the use of jazz patterns for learning improvisation; however, *Patterns for Jazz*\(^{35}\) by Jerry Coker, Jimmy Casale, et al. exclusively focuses on this concept. The authors inform readers of a need for the following:

> a collection of patterns to be practiced diligently by the serious student of jazz improvisation... In the first portion of the book we have stressed rudimentary exercises, rather than practical patterns, feeling that the student should first absorb the foundations for patterns, such as scales, modes, simple chords, and four basic kinds of chord movement: (1) cycle of fifths; (2) chromatic; (3) stepwise; and (4) in minor thirds. (Introduction)

After the book’s introduction, the authors’ prose is minimal. The authors provide patterns for internalizing major scales and chords, diatonic chords, minor chords, diminished and augmented scales, and more. “This book is meant to be played, rather than to be read in an armchair” (Introduction). Instead of chapters, the authors have organized the text into groupings of musical elements and exercises.

---


The section titled “Musical Chords and Major Scales” begins with the C major scale in two octaves and an explanation of the C major triad, major 6\textsuperscript{th}, major 7\textsuperscript{th}, and major 9\textsuperscript{th} chords. Next is a chart of chord tones extending to the 13\textsuperscript{th} in every major key. Following this chart is a set of patterns based on major triads that progress chromatically or in perfect fourths. Some patterns ascend and descend prior to the author modulating them by half-steps. The authors also include patterns for learning turnarounds, polychords, the lydian augmented scale, and other tonalities. The text concludes with “An Essential Discography” of albums by various jazz masters.

Mike Richmond designed *Modern Walking Bass Technique*\textsuperscript{36} for all musicians interested in developing their skills regarding walking bass lines. Unlike the structure of the aforementioned texts, Richmond's book opens with an introduction and follows with a series of sample bass lines that progress from diatonic quarter-notes to more intricate examples, such as intervalic skips, ghost skips, syncopations, and more. Even though all of the bass line examples are blues progressions, the techniques that Richmond introduces apply to any jazz compositions that require walking bass lines.

*Expansions: A Method for Developing New Material for Improvisation, 2\textsuperscript{nd} Edition*\textsuperscript{37} by Gary Campbell is a forty-six page text containing patterns of triads and scales for musicians to internalize and use during improvisation. The primary “purpose of this book is to expand and explore the sounds that can be created from the basic scales and chords that have been used in jazz improvisation and composition for many decades” (Campbell 2).


Expansions is a book of scale and chord patterns for improvisers to internalize in all twelve keys. Campbell begins his presentation of patterns with ascending triads in C major, and progresses through pentatonic scales, harmonic scales, and combinations of scales and chords, such as an ascending C major seventh arpeggio followed by a descending tetrachord a step away. This is another example of a text that is intended to be practiced and studied closely so that each technique is memorized, perfected, and expanded into individualized routines.

Chapter 1, “How to Practice Patterns,” begins with a presentation of a “Basic Routine.” Triads and seventh chords are displayed in ascending and descending three and four-note groups. Chapter 2, “Scales,” exposes readers to less common scales such as the pentatonic flat-3, augmented scale, tritone scale, and others. The remaining chapters’ contents are explorations of such topics as triad variations, lower neighbor tones, interval sets, intervals and chords, and chord/scale exercises.

Similar to Campbell’s Expansions, Ramon Ricker’s book, Pentatonic Scales for Jazz Improvisation, is a collection of scale patterns and exercises focused exclusively on the endless possibilities contained within pentatonic scales. Ricker’s chapters explore “Construction of Pentatonic Scales,” “Application of Pentatonic Scales to Various Chord Types,” “Application of Pentatonic Scales to Chord Progressions,” “Altered Pentatonics,” “Improvised Solos,” and additional “Exercises.”

Intended for advanced improvisers, Technique Development in Fourths for Jazz Improvisation by Ramon Ricker is “is a supplement, another tool to aid and expand the serious student’s harmonic and melodic vocabulary” (Ricker Introduction). This is another method book

---

filled with patterns for internalizing and strengthening one’s improvisations. What makes this book unique is its almost exclusive employment exercises based on fourths instead of scales and triads.

Jazz Theory Books

Jazz Theory and Practice\(^{39}\) by Richard Lawn and Jeffrey Hellmer is primarily “intended for use in the college classroom, by students who have completed one year or more of traditional theory or who demonstrate a prerequisite background” (Lawn xiv). Lawn and Hellmer provide comprehensive coverage of jazz theory. The text has fifteen chapters that introduce scales and chords, melodic construction, harmonies, harmonic substitutions, keyboard voicings, rhythm, modal structures, popular jazz forms, and contemporary improvisation techniques. Summaries and exercises conclude each chapter. Students who already possess a knowledge of intervals, scales, modes, and chords may skip or skim several of the introductory chapters as review materials.

Throughout their treatise, Lawn and Hellmer delineate between Western music theory and jazz theory, arguing that most traditional music theory courses do not provide practical materials for players of jazz and other popular music genres. Jazz Theory and Practice is a method for teaching and learning jazz theory, but not necessarily for learning jazz improvisation. However, its depth of coverage serves the needs of teachers and students alike. Among the similarities shared by Bach’s music and improvised jazz solos are thematic variations based on non-chord tones. Chapter 7, “Diatonic and Chromatic Harmony,” includes a review of roman numeral labeling from common practice music theory that runs parallel to an explanation of jazz chord labeling. This chapter also discusses cadences and presents the plagal cadence, for example, in conjunction with the ii-V7-I progression.

Kenneth Stanton’s *Introduction to Jazz Theory: A Beginning Text in Jazz Harmony in Workbook Form* is a method for learning music theory within a jazz context. Exercises and blank manuscript paper follow each of its short chapters. Stanton articulates his objectives in his introductory pages:

In this age of contemporary pop music, jazz and rock ‘n’ roll, musical people must be aware of the beginning concepts of harmony in order to be able to put together a song, a piano or guitar piece, or whatever type of composition they want to write... The purpose of Introduction to Jazz Theory is to unite the enjoyability of music with some of the fundamentals of harmony in a way that the student will want to actively and creatively apply himself. (Stanton Foreword)

Given the benefit of applying harmonic and melodic concepts at the keyboard, *Introduction to Jazz Theory* may be extremely useful as a supplemental guide within a course of study in improvisation. It is not specifically intended for learning improvisation. However, a firm foundation in harmony is an invaluable asset to improvising musicians.

Chapter 1, “The Major Scale,” describes the anatomy of the major scale. Chapter 2, “The Tonic Chord,” introduces tonal centers, the scale degrees that constitute a chord, and labeling chords with roman numerals and jazz symbols. Chapter 3, “The Dominant Seventh Chord; --‘The Five-Seven’ or ‘V7’ Chord,” explains the construction of the dominant 7th chord and its importance within modern harmonic progressions. Chapter 4, “The Dominant Seventh Cadence: ‘V7 to I,’” discusses the forward motion that cadences create. Chapter 5, “The Minor Seventh Chord,” explains the roman numerals that are appropriate for labeling minor chords.

The next few chapters of *Introduction to Jazz Theory* discuss common jazz chord progressions and the importance of using inversions while voice leading chord changes. Chapter 8a, “Breaking Out of the Diatonic Mold --The Diminished Seventh Chord,” is the beginning of a
different direction in tonal exploration. It includes an introduction to non-diatonic chords that teachers may separate from the first half of the book, which focuses on diatonic chords in major tonalities. The remaining pages are explorations of “Chord Patterns” and “Extension[s] of the V7 Chord.” Introduction to Jazz Theory concludes with Chapter 10, “Writing Jazz Harmony for Fun.”

Stanton introduces diminished 7th chords in relationship to the major scale built on the root of each chord instead of the chord’s function within the context of the music. This is potentially confusing for music theory and jazz harmony novices. The first diminished 7th chord he analyzes is C# diminished within the key of C major:

In the C# Major Scale, the first, third, fifth and seventh degrees of the scale can plainly be seen as C#, E#, G#, and B#... The formula for building a Diminished Seventh chord is to allow the root only to remain natural but to flat the third and fifth degrees, and to double flat the seventh degree. (34)

Lee Evans’ Topics in Jazz and Musical Creativity for the Classical Pianist41 is a brief jazz theory method book. His intended readers are classical pianists who wish to learn jazz keyboard techniques. Evans organizes his text into short sections that appear to be individual components from a series of lectures or masterclasses.

“Jazz Improvisation Part I: The Classical Teacher’s Guide to Easy Improvisation Techniques” is a brief discussion of how to place accents on the normally weaker beats of a 4/4 measure. “Jazz Improvisation Part II: A Classical Teacher’s Guide to Jazz Accompaniment Techniques” explains the primary functions of jazz piano playing: “indicating harmonic structure; giving music rhythmic definition and impetus; filling periods of melodic inactivity; and providing contrapuntal melodic material” (Evans 10).

“Jazz Improvisation Part III: The Classical Teacher’s Guide to Chord Improvisation” is organized into two topics: “Voice-Leading” and “Chord Substitution.” Another chapter, “Jazzing It Up in Style: Guidelines for Keyboard Jazz Performance,” focuses on individuality and originality. It discusses “stylistic originality,” “harmonic originality,” and “melodic improvisation.” Evans’ primary goal for this component is internalizing patterns and techniques in order to develop one’s creative voice.

How to Listen to Jazz

Jerry Coker’s Listening to Jazz42 exposes readers to the benefit of learning jazz by listening to its master artists. Students of any style will benefit from listening to performances and recordings of musical genres in order to gain familiarity and learn to interpret music accurately. This text may be helpful in a jazz history course, possibly more so than some jazz history textbooks. Coker’s primary goal is “to help the reader understand the objectives and accomplishments of the best of the jazz improvisers with a bare minimum of technical language” (Coker viii).

Coker organizes Listening to Jazz into five chapters and four appendices. He encourages readers to think about functions of instruments and musical ideas without burdening students with technical terminology. Each chapter concludes with suggested listening examples from The Smithsonian Collection of Jazz. Coker rejects the study of great musicians' personal histories as a means of understanding their music. He acknowledges the impact of sociological concerns such as poverty, drug abuse, and class on some artists' lives; however, he clearly articulates his intention to discuss music on its own merits as much as possible.

Chapter 1, “Listening to Jazz,” previews the rest of the text. Coker shares his belief that the “real history of jazz is in the music itself, especially in the solos of such great improvisers as Louis Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Charles Parker, Miles Davis, and John Coltrane” (4). Chapter 2, “Formal Structures in Jazz,” defines a chorus and introduces conventional jazz forms, such as AABA. Chapter 3, “The Rhythm Section,” explains the rhythm section’s relationship to the trumpet, trombone, and saxophone sections in a big band. Chapter 4, “The Improvised Solo,” explores the allure of jazz that stems from not knowing what to expect during performances. It shares insight into the creative mindset of musicians. Chapter 5, “The Improviser’s Hall of Fame,” includes a roster of artists whose music is exceptional and accessible to readers. Its honorees are Louis Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Charles Parker, Miles Davis, and John Coltrane. Coker deliberates on the style, instrument, tone, and time period of each hall of famer. A discography follows the discussion of each artist. Coker’s appendices chronicle jazz greats, provide historic overviews of jazz periods, and list dealers of discontinued recordings.
Chapter 2:
Simplifying Melodic Contours and Harmonic Progressions

Mastery is a journey that demands a cycle of study, practical experience, and personal critique. The following chapters introduce the foundation for a jazz improvisation methodology based on source material from J.S. Bach’s compositions. Simplifying melodic contours and harmonic patterns is necessary for comprehending this methodology. Internalizing each technique presented in Chapters 2 through 4 requires dedicated effort and experimentation. These exercises are similar to those presented in several of the books cited in Chapter 2, and have unlimited potential for personalization and exploration. Improvisation teachers should encourage their students to study all of the figures in this method with solfege in order to better incorporate each concept into improvisations.

Maintaining a macroscopic view of harmonic structures aids musicians in the creation of improvised melodic contours that develop into complex musical statements. Such a perspective alleviates stress for performers of harmonically intricate music. This chapter presents strategies for internalizing harmonic structures and melodic contours. Both skills are integral components of melodic improvisations. The musical examples in this chapter are excerpts from Prelude I of the Well-Tempered Clavier Book I, the Prelude to Cello Suite I, and the Allamande from the Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo. These arpeggiated melodies outline harmonic tonal structures and provide a good starting point for internalizing harmonic structures.
Figures 2.1 through 2.5 illustrate the following five-step process:

1. Study the music as written, beginning with a manageable, consistent tempo. Encourage students to use a metronome, as it is helpful for maintaining the tempo (see fig. 2.1).

2. Label the chords, and practice the melody and chords simultaneously on a keyboard (see fig. 2.2).

3. Identify tonalities based on chord functions (see fig. 2.3). Improvise based on the stylistic inclinations of the piece. The improvisations should be arpeggiations of the harmonic structure that are similar, but not identical, to the original work. Later, add scalar (step-wise) motion to the arpeggio-based improvisations.

4. Create a roman numeral analysis (see fig. 2.4). Transpose the chord structure and improvise in additional keys. It may not be necessary for each student to notate the harmonic structure separate from the melodic material. Figure 2.4 ensures a clear presentation of this step of the process.

5. Notate original improvisations and melodies based on this process (see fig. 2.5).

Figure 2.1: Measures 1-9 of Prelude I of the *Well-Tempered Clavier* in a compressed tessitura.
Figure 2.2: Measures 1-8 of Prelude I of the *Well-Tempered Clavier* with pop chord symbols.

Figure 2.3: Pop chords and tonalities for measures 1-16 of Prelude I of the *Well-Tempered Clavier*.

Tonalities: C Major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Chord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>G7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Am7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C Major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Chord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dm7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Am7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G Major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Chord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G diminished

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Chord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C/E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F Major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Chord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fmaj7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.4: Roman numeral analysis of measures 1-16 of Prelude I of the *Well-Tempered Clavier*.
Improvisers should review the five-step process presented in figures 2.1 through 2.5 when studying additional compositions, such as the Prelude of Cello Suite I presented in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Analysis of Prelude from Cello Suite I, with pop chords, roman numerals, and tonalities.
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The V7 Chord: Its Transitional and Cadencial Properties

A common use of the V7 chord is the production of cadences and modulations. In jazz and other blues-influenced genres, V7 is often the home chord to which modulations resolve. This section covers the cadencial/transitional properties of the V7 chord. The musical examples are derived from passages that lead into cadential resolutions to the respective tonic chords. Figures 2.7 through 2.12 are examples of how dominant and secondary, or substituted, dominant chords enhance and prolong cadential resolutions.

Improvisers often use chord substitutions to color harmonies and present technical facility. The exercises contained in figures 2.7 through 2.12 employ chromatic modulations that add interest and appeal to improvised solos. The techniques presented in this section also add harmonic motion to modal pieces, such as Little Sunflower, by Freddie Hubbard and So What, by Miles Davis.

Melodic development that includes a beginning, middle, and end is essential in improvised music. Figures 2.7 through 2.12 will strengthen students' understanding of transitional, or development, sections. Students should internalize these figures conceptually, in order to apply each exercise throughout the entire range of their instruments. They dissect a process that begins with an excerpt of the music as written, and conclude with modifications of the same excerpt that can be used in a sequence that prolongs the cadential resolution and builds harmonic and melodic motion.
Figure 2.7: First 4 measures of Cello Suite I, repeating and modulating up by half-steps in a sequence of V7 chords.

Figure 2.8: First 4 measures of Cello Suite I, repeating and modulating up by half-steps in a sequence and flowing from one key to the next in steps instead of leaps.

Figure 2.9: First 4 measures of Cello Suite I, repeating and modulating up by whole-steps.
Once students possess an applicable understanding of each of these figures, teachers should instruct them to modify each exercise to their individual needs and preferences. Students should create additional methods of internalizing these types of cadential motion. They should also derive their musical excerpts from other passages of Bach’s music.

**Tonal Ambiguity**

When improvisers add “weak” scale degrees and altered tones in conjunction with strong harmonies, they enhance tonal transitions and chord structures and create harmonic and tonal ambiguity. Due to the intricate nature of this concept, teachers should instruct students to internalize and reinforce the exercises contained in figures 2.1 through 2.9 prior to studying figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 is an illustration of how improvisers can imply alternate/chromatic tonalities over tonal harmonies. It presents *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* over a Bb major 7th chord. The first pitch functions as the sharp 11th scale degree, and the A and G# briefly mix major and dominant tonalities. The final result is a suspension of the Bb major tonality that the performer may resolve later. This is an advanced technique and students who prematurely exercise these techniques may be overwhelmed by the harmonic implications of working in these advanced techniques. Students should utilize additional excerpts in creating their own tonal experiments and discovering what "works" and what "doesn't work" for expressing their original ideas. Figure 2.11 develops this harmonic suspension/ambiguity concept into a melodic sequence of tonal modulations.
Figure 2.10: Measure 1 of *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* over a B-flat major 7th chord.

![B♭maj7](image)

Figure 2.11 instructs students to revisit the techniques in figures 2.7 through 2.9. It introduces a chromatically descending melodic sequence over a chromatically ascending harmonic sequence. Teachers should instruct students to use these techniques on their instruments as well as at keyboard instruments. Students who work with these concepts will strengthen their internal concept of melodic motion, thus improving their command of using this motion in improvisations.

Figure 2.11: Measure 1 of *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* over a descending series of half-step modulations.

![B♭maj7](image)  
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Studying the melodic passages contained in pieces such as the *Sonata in A Minor for Flute* will aid students in creating musical phrases that progress either toward the next musical phrase or toward the end of the improvisation. Figure 2.12 incorporates the opening of this sonata into a chromatically descending sequence that prolongs cadential resolution. The resulting phrase can be superimposed over an F major triad or F dominant 7th chord, resulting in a combination of major and minor tonalities over a single harmony.
Figure 2.12: Four-note pattern based on measure 1 of the *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* over a descending series of half-step modulations.

F Major: $A^\text{maj7}$, $A^\text{bmaj7}$, $G^\text{maj7}$, $G^\text{bmaj7}$, $F^\text{maj7}$

Once students have developed an understanding of forward harmonic motion it is important for instructors to incorporate tetrachords, or four-note patterns, into their improvisation lessons. These pattern studies should also include three-note and five-note groupings. Although this research document does not define specific scales, patterns studies such as those presented in figure 2.12 and figures throughout Chapter 3 are appropriate techniques for understanding the whole-tone, major pentatonic, and other scales and tonalities.
Chapter 3: Fugue

Improvisers will strengthen their command of musical conflicts and resolutions by exploring subject-countersubject relationships. By experimenting with these polarized characters, improvisers can establish melodic and harmonic interest and familiarity. This chapter has two parts. The first section discusses ways to develop relationships between subjects and countersubjects. The second presents strategies for improvisers to use fugue-like devices in creating intricate melodic material based on simple harmonic statements. The subject-countersubject relationships don’t necessarily have to be what Bach composed in order for musicians to cultivate these techniques. Teachers should encourage students to develop originality as well.

Developing Subject-Countersubject Relationships

Common harmonic progressions such as the blues and rhythm changes have development sections incorporated into their chord structures. However, when improvisers play random pitches that fit over the chord changes of the bridge, IV chord, or some other brief harmonic development they don’t necessarily create nor sustain melodic interest. The following two guidelines aid musicians in creating improvised subjects:

1. Improvised melodies should progress toward either a conflict or a resolution.
2. It is extremely helpful if the subject material is somewhat tuneful and memorable. This makes the act of developing spontaneous material more feasible.

The first piece that students will study in this chapter is Fugue I of the Well-Tempered Clavier Book I. Figures 3.1 through 3.11 present techniques for students to employ when...
experimenting with fugal improvisation. The melody consists of a predominantly step-wise opening statement that students should internalize through solfeggio. Improvisers may interpret the first note as either tonic in the key of C major, or as dominant in the key of F major. The techniques that these figures introduce will aid improvisers in creating lines that develop throughout harmonic progressions.

Teachers should instruct their students to study the complete theme, including the subject and countersubject. The students should create a simple melodic statement that they will develop melodically and harmonically. The phrase does not necessarily need to be a metaphorically polite ‘hello.’ It can be a rowdy salutation as well, as long as it is something that the improviser is able to remember and develop. It can be a selection of somewhat long pitches that outline the harmonic progression, as in the *Passacaglia in C Minor* in Figure 4.5.

Figure 3.1: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme including solfege.
Next, the students should develop their subjects through inversions and variations (see fig 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Modified inversion of *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme.

![Figure 3.2: Modified inversion of *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme.]

Instruct students to alter pitches and intervals to fit the parallel minor tonality (see fig. 3.3).

Figure 3.3: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme altered to fit the parallel minor tonality.

![Figure 3.3: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme altered to fit the parallel minor tonality.]

Experiment with the relationship between the subject and countersubject. Figure 3.4 is an alteration of the theme that juxtaposes A natural minor with the pre-existing C major tonality.

Figure 3.4: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme altered to outline A natural minor over C major.

![Figure 3.4: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I theme altered to outline A natural minor over C major.]
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Incorporate four-note patterns (tetrachords) into sequences that repeat and modulate in ascending half-steps. Place accents on various notes in the sequence to add rhythmic interest as well (see fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I four-note motive ascending in half-steps.

Create additional tetrachord sequences that outline ascending whole-tone scales (see fig. 3.6).

Figure 3.6: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I four-note motive ascending whole-tone scales in half-steps.
Outline ascending diminished 7th chords in the same manner as figures 3.5 and 3.6 (see fig. 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Well-Tempered Clavier Book I Fugue I four-note motive ascending diminished 7th chord in half-steps.

Instruct students to alter the first five notes of the subject to spell a major pentatonic scale (see fig. 3.8). This ascending sequence alternates between the tonic pentatonic and the pentatonic scale a tritone away. As Chapter 2 discusses, this type of melodic motion creates tonal ambiguity.

Figure 3.8: Well-Tempered Clavier Book I Fugue I four-note motive ascending major pentatonic scales a tritone apart.
Students should also create variations of the subject that modulate in descending patterns (see fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I three-note motive descending major pentatonic scales a tritone apart.

Produce a tonal sequence that ascends and descends within a single tonality (see fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.10: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I four-note motive that ascends and descends within a single tonality.
Alter the motive by combining ascending and descending pentatonic scales a tritone apart (see fig. 3.11).

Figure 3.11: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I four-note motive that ascends and descends alternating pentatonic scales a tritone apart.

Invert the motive into an ascending combination of major pentatonic scales a tritone apart (see fig. 3.12).

Figure 3.12: *Well-Tempered Clavier* Book I Fugue I inverted four-note motive ascending alternating pentatonic scales a tritone apart.
Instruct students to state the subject and counter subject with an ascending half-step modulation between them (see fig. 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Well-Tempered Clavier Book I Fugue I subject and countersubject with an ascending half-step modulation between them.

Create sequences that begin a whole-step below the original tonality and modulate throughout the entire statement of the theme (see fig. 3.14).

Figure 3.14: Well-Tempered Clavier Book I Fugue I theme with a sequence of ascending half-step modulations between measures.

Students may become overwhelmed while learning these techniques. In order to alleviate stress, it is helpful for students to strengthen their understanding of each exercise prior to moving on to the next one. This will help to ensure a sense of empowerment that is vital to successful learning and performance of these improvisation techniques.
Developing Complex Melodic Material

The next portion of this chapter discusses strategies for developing complex melodic material based on simple, introductory, harmonic statements. This section focuses on group improvisations, but teachers and students may alter the techniques for individual study. The musical examples in figures 3.15 and 3.16 come from Contrapuncti II and V of *The Art of Fugue*. The analyses of these fugues includes pop chord symbols.

It is often extremely challenging for performers to maintain command and melodic direction in improvised music. By basing melodies on simple, or simplified, harmonic material, practitioners can create new pathways toward manageable improvisations. Studying Contrapuncti II and V is especially helpful for improvisation students to hone strategies for gradual development of tonal harmonic structures. Both melodies are akin to improvisations and explore the diatonic harmonies associated with their respective tonalities. The limited melodic ranges of both pieces work well for various instrumental registers.

The melody in Contrapunctus II begins with a simple outline of the tonic triad, followed by an authentic cadence and alternation between G minor and D minor (see fig 3.15). Rather than outlining the tonic triad, Contrapunctus V begins with a simple exploration of the harmonic structure (see fig. 3.16). Both contrapuncti contain melodic material that students and teachers can extract for developing additional exercises that are similar to those in Chapters 2.

This section provides an opportunity for teachers to create their own exercises. It is essential that teachers of this Bach-based methodology create exercises that are tailored to the needs of their unique students.
Figure 3.15: *Art of Fugue* Contrapunctus II with pop chords.
Newcomers to improvisation should make a few decisions about musical variables prior to beginning improvisations. They can determine in advance of the first note, the tonalities, tempo, harmonic structure, and any other information they will introduce in the piece. Once the improvisers choose these parameters, they should begin the piece with a simple, repeatable harmonic outline, such as the one from Contrapunctus II (see fig. 3.12). They should repeat this harmonic skeleton enough to internalize it and plant it in the audience members’ minds. Next, should be the introduction of simple embellishments of the harmonic structure, followed by the first statement of motivic or thematic material. Performers should periodically return to the initial harmonic outline in order to reinforce familiarity and add breaks in the flow of spontaneous creativity. As the improvisation continues, the performers should introduce additional repeatable phrases. These phrases will maintain familiarity and add suspense. Improvisers should also add
borrowed modes, secondary dominants, and bi-tonalities, as discussed in Chapter 2, to produce harmonic tension.

The above procedure aids in the creation of manageable improvisations, so that performers are not overwhelmed by complexity. Ending a fugal improvisation can be challenging for students, especially in pieces that have an overwhelming amount of forward motion, or that haven’t developed enough to warrant an ending. In either of these cases, finding a simple way to end the piece is helpful. It is better to finish an overwhelming improvisation early, than to prolong its end so much that audience members lose interest.

**Ensemble Exercise**

Once improvising ensembles have established familiarity with Contrapuncti II and V, they should consult the procedure below:

1. One player introduces the harmonic progression, as in Contrapunctus II, and either repeats it, encouraging another ensemble player to develop the progression through the melodic contour, or develops it him/herself.
2. Another player joins in and restates the subject. Repeat this step until all of the musicians are playing, if so desired.
3. The players develop the subject-countersubject relationship collectively.
4. End the piece.

One challenge associated with this exercise is for each ensemble member to listen to the other players well enough to develop the piece collectively. Listening to each member of the
ensemble is essential. This is another reason that starting with simple, manageable content is helpful. Basing group improvisations on pre-established melodies can help alleviate this difficulty.

Jazz improvisers should also find fugal improvisation techniques beneficial, especially when trading four or eight-measure phrases based on a repeating theme. Another application of this technique is the exchange of ideas over the course of an entire improvised piece. One soloist may begin or end an improvisation with a motive that the next improviser restates or references during his/her solo.

Fugal improvisations offer players opportunities to develop pieces that include a beginning, development, and conclusion. Although it is not imperative that every jazz or blues solo be a Baroque-like fugue, the formal attributes of fugue can challenge musicians to broaden their creativity and focus. Thus, the music will be more than simple acts of virtuosity and recitations of memorized scale patterns. It will offer audiences melodic themes that can hold their interest while morphing into counter-themes and bridging the gap between performance and observation.
Chapter 4: Rhythm, Groove, and Drone

This chapter outlines strategies for strengthening students’ command of rhythmic pulses, grooves, and drones. Another goal is for improvisers to understand ways to indicate significant rhythmic moments in a piece of music by using a minimal amount of activity. These moments include cadences, metric and tonal modulations, and other arrival points. Teachers should incorporate the exercises in figures 4.1 through 4.8 into individual and ensemble instruction. Figures 4.1 through 4.4 exemplify a process for creating rhythmic reductions that aid in strengthening improvisers’ understanding of harmonic structures. Once students possess an applicable understanding of this strategy they should be instructed to discover their own possibilities. Figures 4.5 through 4.7 encourage students to experiment with combining existing compositions with their own melodic ideas. Figure 4.8 introduces students to drones. The author of this research document defines groove as a repeating bass part (ostinato) that music is improvised over, and drone as any sustained pitch.

Teachers should use the exercises contained in this chapter to empower students to manipulate pre-existing rhythms. The experiments contained in all of the figures will have varying results. The primary goal of this chapter is to broaden students’ creativity through experiments that may or may not produce the desired final product. Working in this open-ended educational format reinforces techniques that students learn in Chapters 2 and 3, and builds confidence in these musicians’ creative abilities.

Figures 4.1 through 4.4 illustrate the process of rhythmically reducing the Gigue from Cello Suite I. The melodic contour of the original piece serves as the basis for this reduction. The final result only contains indications of strong pulses that students should improvise over in predictable and unpredictable ways (see fig. 4.4).
Similar to other techniques introduced in this research document, students should begin by studying the music as originally written (see fig. 4.1). Next, the students should place accents over rhythmically significant pitches (see fig. 4.2). What follows is reducing the melodic contour, so all that remains are notes with accents and rests (see fig. 4.3). The fourth step is to improvise using different pitches on the pulses that remain in the final reduction (see fig. 4.4). Players should repeat this improvisation using various tonalities. The last step is experimentation with similarly minimalist rhythmic improvisations. Teachers should also encourage their students to notate rhythmic reductions of the students’ original compositions and other pre-existing material.

**Rhythm: Cello Suite I Gigue**

Figure 4.1: First 12 measures of Cello Suite I Gigue.
Figure 4.2: First 12 measures of Cello Suite I Gigue with accents added over strong pulses.

Figure 4.3: First 12 measures of Cello Suite I Gigue accented notes only.

Figure 4.4: First 12 measures of Cello Suite I Gigue accented pulses only.
Groove

Improvising a melody over a bass line or drone is an effective way for students to internalize tonalities and harmonic structures. Contemporary popular music is groove-oriented. Much of it has simple harmonic structures. The remaining portion of the chapter is an introduction to how using repeating bass lines (grooves) and sustained pitches (drones) can strengthen students’ improvisation skills.

Figures 4.5 through 4.8 expose students to methods of juxtaposing pre-existing works into new material that will expand their realm of harmonic and tonal possibilities. As with all exercises contained in this method, the goal with this section is the internalization of concepts and musical pathways so they become accessible during performances.

Figure 4.5 is the pedal part from the Passacaglia in C Minor. Improvisers should experiment and add harmonies and melodies over the bass part. They should begin with harmonically simple, manageable content, and gradually add more intricacies. Examples of this technique have intentionally been omitted by the author in order to ensure that students build upon what they learn in Chapters 2 and 3. This is another exercise that allows teachers and students to create exercises based on their unique pedagogical needs.

Figure 4.5: First 8 measures of Passacaglia in C Minor pedal part.
Harmonically simple grooves such as this lend themselves well to metric exploration. Allow students to reinforce and contradict the meter, thus creating metric contrast that can be developed and resolved. Encourage students to juxtapose subdivisions of 3/4, such as 6/8 and 9/8. Encourage them to imply 4/4 and other related meters over the groove.

The use of simple grooves, such as this one, is helpful for inexperienced improvisers to gain confidence prior to working with more intricate techniques, such as Figures 4.6 through 4.7. By experimenting with the juxtapositions in these figures, students will broaden their concept of groove. Some musicians may view the exercises below as etude-like. The primary goal with each of these juxtapositions is to encourage improvisers to experiment based on what is conceivable; not necessarily what sounds “good” or “bad.”

Figure 4.6 is a combination of the *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* and *Well-Tempered Clavier* Prelude II. The top line is the *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* as originally written. The bottom part is a version of Prelude II that has been altered into an ostinato in A minor.
Figure 4.6: Combination of the *Sonata in A Minor for Flute Solo* and *Well-Tempered Clavier Prelude II*. 
Improvisation students should study the melody (top line) first, then the bass part. If possible, they should practice both together on a keyboard, and experiment with the concepts of both parts. Combining these pieces presents opportunities for students to break the rhythmic rules that performers normally imply with the original motives.

These pieces have complimentary qualities. Both have melodic material that includes arpeggios and step-wise motion. The bass part, derived from *WTC* Prelude II, establishes the harmonic structure. The flute solo spells out harmonies as it dances around the harmonic structure. Even though the altered bass part fits the harmonic structure of the flute solo, there are brief harmonic clashes and odd notes. These anomalies are pronounced because the majority of the material works together, harmonically.

This improvisation method is not concerned with authentic performance and study of Bach’s or other composers’ music. What it does validate, however, is altering and experimenting with music to the likings of performers. Even though Bach’s music is considerably tonal compared to twentieth-century and twenty-first-century music, it is fertile soil for beginning such study of groove and sonic possibilities. Below are additional guidelines for teachers to consult when encouraging students to juxtapose compositions:

1. Choose combinations of works that don’t necessarily seem to fit together. This will empower improvisers by reassuring them of the freedom they have to work with musical masterpieces.
2. Encourage students to dissect and manipulate compositions to their liking and/or needs.
3. Assign roles to each piece in the juxtaposition. At minimum, decide which part will serve as the bass. This preparation will be useful for establishing grooves and emphasis.
Figure 4.7 is a juxtaposition of the gigues from Cello Suite II and Violin Sonata VI. The violin part is on top and the cello part is on the bottom. The violin gigue is unaltered. However, the ostinato bass part utilizes only the first two measures of the cello gigue. The new material is in D harmonic minor. This combination works well in funk and swing, and possibly other genres.

Figure 4.7: Combination of the gigues of Cello Suite II and Violin Sonata VI.

Students should study and analyze the gigue combination harmonically and rhythmically. Improvisers should imply rhythmic accents on certain beats. Beats 1, 4, and 9 of the odd-numbered measures should be accented by students in order to carry this implication. The even-numbered
measures are lyrical and melodically lead into their odd-numbered counterparts. Students should study the top line part with placements of accents in various locations.

**Drones**

There are many inherent benefits associated with improvising melodies over drones. For the purposes of this Bach-based methodology, drones are any sustained pitches. In addition to the benefits of realizing instances of consonance and dissonance, and improving one’s intonation, is the added challenge of creating intriguing content in the absence of harmonic structures. In cases such as these, improvisers can assume a dual-purpose role; that of soloist and harmonizer. They simultaneously imply harmonies and play melodic ideas over a drone. Drones also supply a consistent layer, or mood, that performers must develop or contrast.

This section encourages students to engage drones in experimental settings. A challenge to improvisers is to produce various moods in spite of the drone. This practice is not new for students of Bach’s music. The Cello Suites, Violin Sonatas, and others, all require performers to create their own moods, or related moods, based on Bach’s notation. Supplementing with a sustained tone modifies the challenge a bit.

Professors should encourage students to place emphasis on broadening their realm of harmonic and melodic possibilities. Bach’s compositions contain enough harmonic information to conflict with various drone choices. The Prelude from Cello Suite II outlines harmonic progressions that conflict with the drone choices included in figure 4.8. There is no specific correct or incorrect choice regarding drones. Below is a strategy for beginning one’s study of drones:
1. Play the original piece in its entirety.

2. Play excerpts of the piece over a drone (see fig. 4.8).

3. Improvise a melody based on the original composition/excerpt.

4. Experiment with modulations, imitation, and fugal techniques.

5. Play through steps 1 through 4 in an ensemble.

Improvisers should not necessarily change drones while playing the melody. That may create a harmonic progression. Figure 4.8 simply presents more than one drone possibility.

Figure 4.8: First 4 measures of Cello Suite II Prelude over various drone choices.

Regardless of musical genres or styles, it is absolutely necessary for students to understand the pulses which underlie music. When improvisers understand and internalize a groove, they can play melodies and rhythms that compliment and contradict the groove with conviction. If they do not possess a clear understanding of a particular groove, then the improvisers may be forced to play it “safe.” Playing a piece in a compound meter and juxtaposing a simple meter onto it creates a rhythmic fusion. This can bring forth an evolutionary big bang of creativity, even if only for a few moments.
Conclusion

Non-improvisers often believe improvisation to be a gift bestowed to only the select few who afford themselves opportunities to express their own musical creativity. Although creativity cannot be taught, educators can cultivate it in their students through guiding study and experimentation.

This research document addresses the needs of jazz educators and newcomers to jazz improvisation. The literature review contained in Chapter 1 presents a variety of perspectives on how to learn improvisation from highly-respected jazz pedagogues. It provides a broad overview of the readily available materials concerning a focused variety of jazz-related, and other, topics. By employing familiar musical materials, the Bach-based improvisation methodology showcased in Chapters 2 through 4 aids students in overcoming the anxiety associated with learning jazz improvisation. These techniques are rooted in the philosophy that, for some musicians, studying timeless masterpieces may be a more effective method for learning improvisation than studying hypothetical scale patterns, such as those contained in many jazz curricula.

There is still substantial work to be done with the development of this Bach-based improvisation methodology. Future efforts will include field studies, publishing journal articles, and presentations of workshops and lectures.
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